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Tonight there were five bussers on the second floor, four bussers on the third 
floor, and first floor's bussers did food running due to the floor being closed. 
However, I was pulled from second floor bussing to help the bay hosts and take 
drink orders. This left three people on the Tee-line and one person at the main 
bar.  
 
There was an issue on the second floor with Jeremiah wondering off, leaving 
Jace and Jordan to bus the floor. Gunnar was asked to leave the third floor to 
help the second floor while Zac spoke with Jeremiah. This caused Jeremiah to 
work slightly harder, but he still did not want to do the closing duties that he 
was delegated. Aside from that, he would also take a bus cart down and leave it 
for others to clear.  
 
On the flip side, Chad did very well on the third floor. Morgen, Eric, and 
Gunnar played to his strength and had him run bus carts to the dish-pit and 
back. Joseph did well bussing the main bar tables as well. He organizes the bus 
carts very well and could probably save us a lot of trips to the dish-pit if we 
could get everyone to organize the carts the way he does. Jordan did well on the 
second floor also, but she is more comfortable working as a food runner. She 
also helped clear the back dock, which Zac and Bruce checked.  
 
The back dock was, however, mostly cleared when we discovered four or five 
mats that the kitchen had set outside while it was being cleaned. Jace took a 
picture of the mats to document it. This just added more time and frustration 
to the cleanup process back there. 
 
As far as drink running goes, the bay hosts did pretty well with taking their 
own drinks on the second floor when they were able to. The only host that 
there were any issues with was Jessica Arata. She would see her drinks in the 
well and just expect Fon to take them as soon as possible, which is not fair to 
the drink runner or other hosts.  
 
The last point that needs to be covered is the maggots under the dumpsters. 
Water was not effective on them tonight. Some type of repellant or killer is 
needed to rid the dumpsters of them.     


